Replication in vitro of the replicative form (RF) am3-infected E. coli H562 to final specific activity of 2 X 104 units per mg (5). The rep protein was purified from E. coli JFS-19 cells containing the ColEl plasmid pLC 44-7 to final specific activity of 2 X 5 X 105 units per mg (5). DNA polymerase III and replication factors (DNA polymerase III* and copolymerase III*) were purified according to Wickner et al. (11) and DBP was purified as described (12).
The Escherichia coli rep protein is a single-stranded DNAdependent ATPase that is required for the replication in vivo (1) (2) and in vitro (3) (4) (5) (6) (5, 7, 8) . It has been suggested that the cisA protein and rep protein form a complex that unwinds DNA, using ATP as an energy source, and that DBP binds to the single strands produced to reduce the rate of rewinding (9) . We have shown (5) that the ability of the rep protein to catalyze an ATP-dependent unwinding of duplex DNA does not depend upon the presence of cisA protein, provided that a single-stranded "leader" precedes the duplex region.
In this report, we extend our previous observations and analyze the DNA unwinding reaction biochemically, measuring the stoichiometry of ATP hydrolyzed per base pair unwound.
The interaction between DBP and rep protein and the involvement of DBP in strand separation is studied. Employing the reaction in which the rep protein catalyzes unwinding of partial duplexes in the absence of cisA protein, we show that unwinding proceeds unidirectionally in accordance with our previous prediction (5) . These results give an insight into the roles played by the individual components of the unwinding reaction and suggest a model to explain the observations. The model also suggests other experiments to elucidate the mechanism further.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Preparation of DNA and Proteins. kX174 single-stranded DNA was prepared by phenol extraction of purified kX174 am3 bacteriophage. Unlabeled and labeled OX174 RF I DNA was prepared as described by Godson and Vapnek (10) . kX174 RF II DNA was made by the partial digestion of RF I by pancreatic DNase I. The cisA protein was purified from pX174 am3-infected E. coli H562 to final specific activity of 2 X 104 units per mg (5) . The rep protein was purified from E. coli JFS-19 cells containing the ColEl plasmid pLC 44-7 to final specific activity of 2 X 5 X 105 units per mg (5) . DNA polymerase III and replication factors (DNA polymerase III* and copolymerase III*) were purified according to Wickner et al. (11) and DBP was purified as described (12) .
Complementation Assay for DNA Replication. The complementation assays used for the purification of the cisA protein and rep protein have been described elsewhere (5) .
Replication Assay with Purified Components and DNADependent ATPase Assay. These assays have been described (5) .
DNA Unwinding Assay. The assay for the unwinding of duplex DNA measured the formation of acid-soluble material by S1 nuclease after the unwinding reaction was over (5) . The first incubation (unwinding) contained in 0.1 ml: 20 mM Tris-HCl, 4 Table 3 ). The cisA protein introduces a single nick into the (+) strand of the phage RF I DNA and remains covalently bound to the 5' end of the nick (9). It is this complex (OX RF I DNA-cisA) that acts as cofactor for the rep protein ATPase activity (5, 6) . The OX RF I DNA-cisA complex was isolated by sucrose gradient sedimentation and the kinetics of ATPase activity catalyzed by rep protein using this cofactor was studied (Fig. 2) . ATP hydrolysis was linear with time, reaching a limit after 60 min; the addition of more rep protein at this time did not result in further ATP hydrolysis, whereas the addition of more cofactor did. This suggests that the limit of hydrolysis represents a depletion of active cofactor.
The ATPase activity observed by using cut RF I cofactor DNA as substrate is completely dependent on the DBP (Fig.  3 ). This is in contrast to the ATPase activity that is observed by Table 2 ). The conditions that are optimal for ATP hydrolysis are those that are also essential for promoting DNA synthesis using the cut RF I cofactor (see Table 2 ). This suggests that the ATP hydrolysis is associated with generation of a suitable template for DNA synthesis-i.e., conversion of a duplex DNA to an unwound form. The unwinding of cut RF I DNA by the rep protein has been demonstrated directly (5, 7) .
DNA Synthesis and DNA Unwinding In Vitro. We have reported a biochemical assay for measuring DNA unwinding (5) Fig. 4 . The extent posite polarity, in which the 32P-labeled strand was annealed to the 5' end of the linear strand, is identical in polarity to the cut OX174 RF I substrate (the 5'-labeled end is internal) (Fig.  1) . As is seen in Fig. 6 (17, 18) . We suggest that DBP has many phosphate-binding sites (at least three) and that these are oriented in space such that they are able to bind to DNA phosphate when DNA is in a single-stranded conformation but not when it is in the double-stranded conformation. We propose that rep protein has similar binding properties to the DBP and hence discriminates between double-and single-stranded DNA on the basis of the phosphate backbone conformation. It follows from this that DBP inhibits the cofactor activity of singlestranded DNA by competing with rep protein for the same DNA-binding sites. These properties are shown in Fig. 7 ometry of ATP hydrolysis per base pair unwound would be 2 as determined experimentally. Although we have no definitive proof of our suggested model and it is not a unique interpretation of our data, we feel that it is in agreement with data presented here; namely that rep protein unwinds DNA unidirectionally, binds to single-but not to double-stranded DNA, hydrolyzes 2 ATP molecules per base pair unwound, and acts catalytically rather than stoichiometrically. It is curious that when OX RF I DNA-cisA complex is the cofactor for ATPase activity, DBP is required. Our model predicts that the rep protein be able to invade duplex DNA from a single-stranded leader region, in the absence of DBP. We have suggested that the cisA protein provides a site analgous to the single-stranded leader, hence allowing rep to bind to the nicked duplex DNA; perhaps DBP is also involved in the provision of this site or the initiation of unwinding of this complex. alternatively, DBP may be actively involved in the unwinding reaction. This may be by the formation of a protein-protein complex with rep, as has been observed for DNA polymerase. Alternatively, DBP may be essential to bind to the strand being displaced or to bind "behind" the rep protein. (GM20363) to M.L.G.
